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Preface 

 For my Summer Travel Intensive, I had hoped to motivate myself to get out of my 

comfort zone and familiarize myself with the cultural aspects of London. On my previous trips 

there, I only got a glimmer of galleries and museums rather than the in-depth investigative 

experience that I had hoped to achieve. To keep the diversity and depth of this exploration, I 

decided to write a series of exhibition reviews on a variety of mediums, and for this goal I 

attended 14 exhibitions. Among the 14 are five I analyzed more in-depth, breaking down why 

they were so inspiring to me and why they are successful. 

Victoria and Albert — Christian Dior : Designer of Dreams 

 Henry Cole, the first director of the Victoria and Albert Museum, believed that a museum 

should be a “schoolroom for everyone”. This particular schoolroom is dedicated to inform not 

only designers, but also manufacturers and consumers of artistic products. Throughout its150 

year history, the progress and spirit of the Victoria and Albert Museum strives to showcase 

exceptional examples of design products.   1

 The museum was founded in 1852, initially housing the collection of decorative arts and 

ornaments that was once exhibited in the Crystal Palace of Hyde Park. Soon the collection grew, 

and new plans were developed when Queen Victoria set the cornerstone to the present museum 

structure in 1899. The museum’s collection further expanded when museums such as the Theatre 

Museum, closed and transferred their collections to the Victoria and Albert Museum.   2

 “V&A · About Us”, Victoria and Albert Museum, accessed September 29, 2019, https://www.vam.ac.uk/1

info/about-us.

 The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica, “Victoria and Albert Museum”, Encyclopædia Britannica, 2

accessed September 29, 2019, https://www.britannica.com/topic/Victoria-and-Albert-Museum.
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 Despite the distinguished history and background of the Victoria and Albert, the most 

recent renovation of the museum, the Sainsbury Gallery, hosted one of the most successful 

exhibitions this past summer. The moment I walked down the grand staircase to the Sainsbury 

Gallery, adorned with blown-up strokes of sketches and fashion photography, I felt out of place. 

Standing amongst posh viewers carrying boutique bags, faint perfumes, and the chatter of their 

access to sold-out tickets, I was intimidated at first, but I was able to learn about Christian Dior’s 

designs from the “schoolroom for everyone”. 

 One of the most impressive qualities of this exhibition was its extensive displays and the 

breadth of history and designs it covered. The Victoria and Albert Museum’s Christian Dior: 

Designer of Dreams presented not only 200 rare Haute Couture garments, but also accessories, 

fashion photography, films of interviews and catwalks, perfumes, illustrations, and magazines as 

well as Christian Dior’s possessions.  Beginning with the biography of the designer’s 3

beginnings, the first room of the exhibition presented initial fashion illustrations and sketches as 

well as his early designs. Garments were presented against black walls giving it a classical, dense 

atmosphere but with a sense of modernity and innovation summoned by the clever use of mirrors 

and fluorescent lights. Multiple rooms dedicated Dior’s designs revolved around different 

themes: Historicism referred back to historic periods and motifs such as the Petit Trianon at 

Versailles; Travels called to variety of traditional clothings from different cultures like India and 

Egypt, Gardens displayed Dior’s fascinations with flora from his childhood. The highlight of the 

Dior of fame and glamour, the Dior Ball room displays dresses that were worn by celebrities 

 “Inside the Christian Dior : Designer of Dreams exhibition”, Victoria and Albert Museum, accessed 3

September 29, 2019, https://www.vam.ac.uk/articles/inside-the-christian-dior-designer-of-dreams-
exhibition.
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such as Natalie Portman and Lupita Nyong’o in premieres and red carpet events. The classical 

Baroque style was almost reminiscent of Peter Paul Rubens paintings (see fig.1), the ceiling 

video and the constantly changing lighting brought out even the finest details of the glimmering 

sequins of the dresses. One of the most eye-catching designs from this room was the j’adore 

dresses (see fig.2), first launched in 1999 with Dior’s love of glimmering gold. As the lighting 

changed from golden yellow, pink and blue, the individual glitters highlighted the intricacy of the 

dress. (see fig.3) Through this variation of exquisite dresses, I felt the excitement that Dior’s 

clients must have felt when entering Dior’s boutique, like a young bride in 1948, claiming that, 

“Dresses are much better than a psychiatrist. Clothes give an image which can help a woman 

enhance her opinion about herself.”  Adoration for the Dior design was present back in 1948, and 4

still in 2019, the dresses presented in exhibition still hold a timeless beauty and undeniable 

contribution to fashion. The proud presentations from the earlier works signifies that these 

designs are not part of a trend, but instead something of classical, enduring beauty. 

 After the exploration of recurring themes and concepts, the exhibition dedicates a section 

to spotlight the history of the creative directors at the House of Dior, starting with Yves Saint 

Laurent. (see fig.4) Each successor of Christian Dior were represented with their own designs 

and interpretations of the brand. However, some reviews regarding the Christian Dior : Designer 

of Dreams were critical about the exclusion of the dark history of the brand itself, addressing the 

absence of John Galliano’s disgraced personal history . While it seems logical to include John 5

 Marie-France Pochna, Christian Dior : The Man Who Made the World Look New (New York: Arcade 4

Publishing, Inc., 1996), 168.

 John Galliano was found guilty of public racist and antisemitic insults at a Parisian bar, and was given 5

suspended fine of 6,000 euros by Paris court. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/sep/08/john-
galliano-guilty-racism-antisemitism
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Galliano’s design as part of the Dior history, the exclusion of the designer’s reign seems like 

Dior’s attempt to cover their embarrassment. However, the visual history of Dior was concluded 

well under Maria Chiuri’s designs. In the end of the exhibition, the ethereal display of the Event 

de vos Hasards Dress(“Fan of Your Chances”) designed by Maria Chiuri, the current creative 

director of Dior, concluded and thanked the viewers. For the “Fan of Your Chances” dress of the 

Spring/Summer 2018 collection, “Her inspiration came from the past: a 1950s promotional fan 

for the House of Dior. She has translated the pleated paper fan leaf into cascades of pleated 

tulle.” (see fig.5) By calling back to Dior’s original designs and adding her own influence, this 6

concluded the exhibition very successfully by showing the lineage of the Dior tradition as well as 

welcoming innovation. This piece, along with the video display of retrospective catwalks of Dior 

history, was the perfect way to sum up the exhibition : the display of the enduring legacy. 

 While I felt uneasy about the absence of the story of the disgraced creative director, this 

exhibition nonetheless successfully organized and showcased the progression of the Dior design. 

Haute Couture is not something that is accessible to everyone. Though I have always admired 

designs and aesthetics of the Christian Dior brand, I do not possess a singular “legitimate Dior” 

fashion product. While the exclusivity of the Christian Dior : Designer of Dreams crowd 

suggested otherwise, the exhibition itself felt familiar enough for people who don’t personally 

know the Dior brand through purchases can still appreciate the content. When Joshua Taylor was 

the director of the National Collection of Fine Arts at the Smithsonian Institution, he had a vision 

for “democratizing art”, meaning that the museum should provide “an elite experience for 

everyone. As opposed to accepting visitors who come of their own accord, the art museum’s duty 

 Museum label for Maria Grazia Chiuri, Eventail de vos Hasards Dress (‘Fan of your Chances’), London, 6

Victoria and Albert Museum, 13 June 2019.
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should be to seek out those who would normally not enter.”  This exhibition does an impeccable 7

job of organizing the collections that even someone who is not knowledgeable about the 

manufacturing of dresses, or even the creation of the brand itself, can still appreciate this visually 

stunning exhibition. For strangers, this exhibition was an excellent pitch to show Dior’s 

dedication, history, and elegant design. For fans, this exhibition was a retrospective and 

appreciation of most of its past as well as an invitation to the future. The restrained yet elegant 

beauty in tasteful Dior design is inherent throughout the exhibition. 

 Even for someone who is not familiar with the brand, or fans of the brand, the Christian 

Dior : Designer of Dreams successfully awed and displayed the legacy, lineage of the Dior brand 

itself as well as projecting a hopeful vision for the future. Referring back to Victoria and Albert’s 

mission of providing the “schoolroom for everyone”, even for such a high-end brand that mostly 

connote the idea of privilege and class, Christian Dior : Designer of Dreams exhibition was a 

great success. Breaking down to Dior’s beginnings, interests, and development of designs it was 

an exquisite but still approachable exhibition, enjoyable to anyone who hold even the slightest 

interest in fashion. 

The Design Museum — David Adjaye : Making Memory 

 The Design Museum prides itself as the only place in the United Kingdom where 

education and the public come together to dream of the design culture. Founded in 1989, the 

museum itself is a registered charity, and relocated to Kensington in 2016.   8

 Daniel Sherman. Museum Culture : Histories, Discourses, Spectacles (Media and Society) (Minneapolis 7

: University of Minnesota Press, 1994), 49.

 “About the Museum”, The Design Museum, accessed September 29, 2019, https://designmuseum.org/8

about-the-museum.  
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 Like the Victoria and Albert Museum, the Design Museum claims that “our vision is a 

world where everyone values design”, and to “make the impact of design visible.”  Their mission 9

is to “build public awareness of design by connecting design with people’s lives and passions”, 

and “to reflect the designer’s role at the forefront of social, technological and environmental 

change”. They highlight the significance of design, and promote collaboration and welcoming in 

the public to look forward to the future together. Such spirit and mission of the Design Museum 

is clearly presented at the permanent exhibition. The permanent display, Designer Maker User, 

displays over 1,000 objects, including a crowdsourced wall to be analyzed from perspectives of  

designers, manufacturers and users . Even accessible for younger audiences, this exhibition 10

targets audiences who are unfamiliar with the subject and intends to educate them and even 

interest them, pointing out the ubiquity of design as well as to keep positive recognition of 

design to envision a better future.  

 Much like their mission, the David Adjaye : Making Memories exhibition has 

successfully created a platform to introduce the importance of architectural design to people who 

don’t have expert knowledge, or even interest, in the world of architecture. In his opening 

statement, Adjaye states that, “Making Memory is set up as a provocation or a question to the 

public. The monument is no longer  a representation, it is an experience of time and place that is 

available to everyone.”  Like Adjaye’s opening statement, the exhibition itself successfully 11

 Ibid.9

 “Designer Maker User”, The Design Museum, accessed September 29, 2019. https://10

designmuseum.org/exhibitions/designer-maker-user.

 India Block, “David Adjaye Curates Making Memory Exhibition at the Design Museum”, Dezeen.com, 11

February 4, 2019, accessed September 29, 2019, https://www.dezeen.com/2019/02/04/david-adjaye-
making-memory-exhibition-design-museum/. 
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transplanted the fragments of each architectural project in to the gallery space. Featuring 7 major 

works by Adjaye Associates, the exhibition displays both the proposals and the building history 

of each project in depth. Each architectural work features a small wooden model, sketches, plans, 

image documentation or 3D renderings of the plan, interviews with Adjaye discussing the 

monument, and a fragment of the true-to-scale part of the building. (see fig.6) This was best 

presented by particularly the Sclera Pavilion feature, how the fragmentation of the building 

successfully summoned the experience of actually being in the space without leaving the gallery. 

(see fig.7) The brilliant use of fragments of structures smoothly bound the memorials and 

monuments in one gallery space which is otherwise impossible due to geographical distances. 

The virtual location specificity overall promoted the importance of the psychological experience 

of the monument that Adjaye had intended. 

 This was not the only element this exhibition succeeded in inviting the viewer to learn 

more about the architectural significance. Each film display of Adjaye’s interviews discussing 

the monuments, as well as the transparent plans and process of each memorial, gave a deeper 

understanding to the memorial. Through these explanations behind the memorials, viewers were 

able to gain more appreciation towards the memorials. In previous books, regarding the public 

spaces, Adjaye states that “they represent the public life of the city; they describe the key 

attitudes in the city and how it chooses to project them into the world.”  As his associate states, 12

“For Adjaye public spaces are always contingent…elaborating within his buildings a ‘third 

space’, a kind of illusionary and concrete zone of publics…essentially a conception of 

democratic space, one predicated both on the intelligibility of design and the distinctiveness of 

 David Adjaye, David Adjaye : Form, Heft, Material, ed. Okwui Enwezor and Zoe Ryan, (New Haven: 12

Yale University Press, 2015), 63.
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function, use, ethic, and value.”  From his writings and accounts from associates, it is clear how 13

Adjaye plans such memorials with viewers’ psychology in mind. The Sclera Pavilion, for 

instance, was an excellent example displaying the hidden intention behind the designs. The 

pavilion, through his presentation, was intended to be a monument to the people and for a 

moment of silence, allowing natural rain to come through heightening the sensitivity of the 

environment. (see fig.8) Knowing this, and through the transparency of Adjaye’s process, 

viewers can learn why and how Adjaye puts such meticulous care into his works.  

 For someone who didn’t know anything about architecture or even the usual interest for 

it, this exhibition was overall eye-opening. The amount of care David Adjaye put into the 

exhibition almost promoted for a therapeutic experience for the viewers or the users of the space, 

and even through the mere fragments of the buildings I was still able to resonate with the original 

intention to allow the users to feel. This enlightening exhibition was then, an accomplishment to 

the Design Museum, succeeding to allow me to learn and achieve a better understanding and 

both appreciation for architectural practices.  

The Design Museum — Stanley Kubrick Exhibition 

 If David Adjaye : Making Memories exhibition was presented to raise awareness of the 

significance of architecture, The Design Museum presented the Stanley Kubrick Exhibition for 

film enthusiasts. However, through this exhibition, The Design Museum succeeded to give 

insight not only about film but also for photography, groundwork of filmmaking, and further 

philosophical development of storytelling. 

 David Adjaye, David Adjaye : Making Public Buildings, ed. Peter Allison, (London : Thames & 13

Hudson, 2006), 9.
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 Starting with a dark entrance with a cascading screen display with highlights of Kubrick’s 

biggest hit films, the beginning of the exhibition focused more on the development of Kubrick’s 

technical approaches in filmmaking. (see fig. 9 and 10) Extensive archives of a variety of films 

and cameras displayed the significance of photography at the beginning of Kubrick’s career. 

Photographs taken by Stanley Kubrick were even displayed at the exterior of the gallery exhibit. 

Also, letters written with typewriters rather than emails were presented as well. One of the letters 

showed the exchange between Kubrick and Audrey Hepburn discussing Kubrick’s idea 

portraying Napoleon Bonaparte on the silver screen, and asking her to take part in the film by 

portraying Josephine, Napoleon’s queen. When looking at films as the final product, often the 

plans and approaches in creating the story one wants to deliver is easily overlooked. However, 

the entrance of Kubrick’s exhibition was serendipitous, allowing viewers to gain access to 

Kubrick’s headspace in the initial stages of his films and projects. 

 Each Kubrick movies had a feature at the heart of the exhibition. Movies such as 

Spartacus, The Shining, and 2001 : Space Odyssey, each had early development documents 

showing concept art, scripts and books of the original story annotated meticulously by Kubrick, 

photos from location research, mementos from productions, and a screening dedicated to the 

most iconic scenes from the movies. While I felt that this was a bit redundant and predictable, I 

was able to appreciate it not only as a film enthusiast but also as a student interested in many 

other aspects involved in filmmaking. Intimate production images such as Tom Cruise and 

Kubrick talking, concept art for 2001 : Space Odyssey, and artwork selection for the process in 

picking out the iconic The Shining poster was all very delightful to observe. (see fig. 11 and 12) 
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 Often in Kubrick’s movies there was an underlying theme of deep contemplation 

regarding human nature. However, brief insight into these movies comes off as unsettling. While 

most stories depict the line of unsettling and contemplative very clearly, Kubrick blurs that fine 

line. From this exhibition, the viewers can see that Kubrick is playing along the lines with the 

philosophical idea of free will. In the Philosophy of Stanley Kubrick, introduction of 

existentialism was previously defined by Soren Kierkegaard, who disapproves the previous idea 

that the “world as a massive mechanical system working out its own logic through history”, 

supporting his reasons by stating that “this view failed to do justice to the most basic fact about 

human nature : that each person is ultimately alone and free, and philosophical truth has meaning 

only if it is chosen by the individual.”  Based on this foundational understanding, the multiple 14

writers analyzing Kubrick’s ideology behind his films state that Kubrick, inspired and effected 

by Kierkegaard, created in his films an experience where “in one form or another, one finds the 

subject (the self) existing in opposition to a hard and uncaring external world, whether the 

natural world or a world of man-made institutions”, and by doing this Kubrick ultimately 

“created his own unique brand of cinematic existentialism.”  Kubrick’s creation of his cinematic 15

world, as well as the cinematic existentialism, is displayed throughout the extensive background 

research behind the scenes. Kubrick usually worked on films that were published as a book first, 

and thoroughly annotated it, and contemplated ways to deliver the stories effectively. Through 

the interviews of the production assistants of the films, film critics, and even in Kubrick’s 

 Jerold J. Abrams, Introduction to The Philosophy of Stanley Kubrick, ed. Jerold J. Abrams (Lexington : 14

The University Press of Kentucky, 2009), 1.

 Ibid., 2.15
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annotations, there is a clear endeavor for him to further understand the characters and the plots 

more. 

 While I was not familiar with Kubrick’s work in particular, I did have prejudices against 

Kubrick’s works. Seeing snippets from movies like Clock Work Orange, I found some areas 

unsettling with no clear explanations. However, watching 2001 : Space Odyssey, while I was 

watching it out of obligation, there were poignant moments where I couldn’t help but feel deeply 

immersed in the movie. There are elements within those movies that stick with the audiences, 

and those moments can only exist through the meticulous dialogues and deliberately fabricated 

worlds. Now understanding the behind the scenes of Kubrick’s work, I have a newfound 

appreciation for his work rather than the unexplainable uneasiness. 

Natural History Museum — Wildlife Photographer of the Year 

 The Natural History Museum in London opened on April 18th, 1881, but was initially 

sought out by Sir Hans Sloane back in 1753. A renowned doctor, Sloane had collected specimens 

and artifacts throughout the world. After his death, he allowed the Parliament to buy out his 

collections for less than what it was worth. After the purchase, the government built the British 

Museum so that those extensive collection could be displayed. However, Sir Richard Owen, who 

took charge of the British Museum’s natural history collection in 1856, was unhappy with the 

lack of space for the growing specimen collection. For the separation of the natural history 

section, the iconic Romanesque architecture was built as a cathedral to nature.  With such 16

historical background, the museum’s goal is to “challenge how people think about the natural 

world - its past, present and future. We aim to stimulate public debate about humanity’s future 

 “History and Architecture”, Natural History Museum, accessed September 29, 2019, https://16

www.nhm.ac.uk/about-us/history-and-architecture.html. 
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and equip our audiences at every level with an understanding of science.”  The Natural History 17

museum focus on three themes : origins and evolution, diversity of life, and sustainable futures. 

Acknowledging that the species and ecosystems are being destroyed every moment the museum 

also seeks new ways to contribute through research and social outreach. 

 The Wildlife Photographer of the Year exhibition calls attention to specimens viewers 

don’t encounter on a regular basis. The displays of the photography are quite simple: dark rooms 

with photographs on a regular scale illuminating the space, with minimal captions of 

photographer categories, the region of the photo taken, types of equipments used, and brief 

descriptions. (see fig.13) The simplistic nature of the photography exhibition is reminiscent of 

The Film und Foto exhibition of 1929. In this historic exhibition, “Moholy-Nagy arranged on 

white mats and without captions all kinds of photographs … curatorial agenda was the inclusion 

of different photographic techniques … installation focused on the variety of visual possibilities 

for the “camera eye”.”  In text produced by Moholy-Nagy and Walter Gropius states their vision 18

as that “The visual image has been expanded and even the modern lens is no longer tied to the 

narrow limits of our eye; no manual means of representation is capable of arresting fragments of 

the world seen like this…”  Like this, in a traditional sense, this exhibition seems like a standard 19

photography exhibition. The once-innovative layout of the sterilized photography exhibition, as 

it once did in The Film und Foto exhibition of 1929, helps once more for this particular 

 “Our Vision and Strategy”, Natural History Museum, accessed September 29, 2019, https://17

www.nhm.ac.uk/about-us/our-vision-strategy.html. 

 Mary Anne Staniszewski, The Power of Display : A History of Exhibition Installations at the Museum 18

of Modern Art (Cambridge : The MIT Press, 1998), 44.

 Francesco Zanot, Photoshow : Landmark Exhibitions that Defined the History of Photography, ed. 19

Alessandra Mauro (Roma : Contrasto S. R. L, 2014), 130.
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exhibition. However, for this case for the Natural History Museum, while it still allows the 

viewers to see through the new “camera eye”, the focus is more catered towards the care and 

attention for nature. By presenting the background text, the exhibition itself holds more 

psychological meaning by contextualizing wildlife in nature. Another Wildlife photographer 

Frans Lanting says, “When I am asked about the methods I use to photograph wildlife, my 

answers are often not photographic in nature. This is because I believe that in wildlife 

photography — certainly in the way I practice it — photographic details are sometimes just the 

tip of the iceberg.”  As Lanting states, such wildlife photographies are precious because it holds 20

profound meaning behind that one photographed moment. While the standard exhibition format 

may mislead the viewers to think that it’s just another photography exhibition, the standard 

display is not pushing just only the visual possibilities but also the diversity of the narratives 

hiding behind the images.  

 Among photography displays, the descriptions for each lightbox called attention to the 

careful approaches, patience, and the joy of each photographer. Contexts of each photograph held 

a sentimental value to either the animal itself or the photographer, usually, the latter half also 

explaining the background, region, and habitat of the animals. For the case of having a focus 

around the animal’s story rather than the photographer, Kuhirwa Mourns Her Baby is a striking 

case. (see fig. 14) Through this shot the photographer, Ricardo Nunez Montero, focuses the story 

of the young mother mountain gorilla, capturing the grief of the mother’s loss. For the case of 

narrating the photographer’s journey for achieving the shot, most examples note the struggle of 

patiently waiting to approach the animals. Also, the Rising Star Division or the Young 

 Frans Lanting, Eye to Eye : Intimate Encounters with the Animal World, ed. Christine Eckstrom 20

(Davenport : Taschen, 1997), 224.
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Photographers Age 17 or Under, dedicated the explanation on the descriptions of the young 

photographers and their growth. The museum provided a platform for young people, even 10 

years and under, to display their work and encouraged that with care and attention for the 

wildlife, anyone could become a wildlife photographer. 

 The Wildlife Photographer of the Year exhibition surpassed even my wildest expectations 

and had awakened the science enthusiast part of myself I thought was dormant. It was deeply 

inspiring to see that not only professional photographers but everyone from every age group who 

can hold a camera were able to show this much commitment and care for the wildlife and be able 

to depict that through photography. The context of each photography leaves me wanting more, 

wanting more to learn more about the animals, and to learn more about the process of 

approaching such sacred moments. Throughout the exhibition, while looking at these deliberately 

take photographies and carefully approached animals, there was a sacred ineffable feeling. 

Lanting describes in his book that “I hope my experiences can be a bridge between the animal 

world and the millions of people… show the strength and dignity of animals in nature.” (see fig.

15) This exhibition certainly allowed me to experience the bridge between the human world and 

the wildlife with unprecedented intimacy. Such a humbling experience challenged me to 

contemplate more about natural sciences, not only the past and present but also the future as 

well. 

Tate Britain — Van Gogh and Britain 

 In 1892, the Millbank Penitentiary, a prison that had been demolished in 1890, was 

selected to be the new National Gallery of British Art. Sidney R. J Smith designed the core 

structure that is seen in Tate Britain today, the gallery opened to the public in 1897. While it had 
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its humble beginnings with 245 works in 8 rooms for the original opening, the site grew in both 

architectural size and collection. Though the gallery was known as the Tate Gallery since the 

beginning, the gallery officially adopted the name in 1937, and in 1955 became independent 

from the National Gallery.  In Tate Britain Companion : A Guide to British Art, the preface 21

describes Tate Britain as a gallery space that holds the “genesis of a national collection of British 

art…The richness of the Tate’s British fine art collection is unequalled; it is thus possible, if 

tantalizingly difficult, to make a selection which even claim represent its history.”  Hosting 22

masterpieces done by Constable, Turner, and all other British masters, they aim to “championing 

art and its value to society” and “to promote public understanding and enjoyment of British, 

modern and contemporary art” .  23

 Understanding Tate Britain’s mission is helps view the popular The EY Exhibition : 

Vincent Van Gogh. When I first heard that the Tate Britain was exhibiting Van Gogh’s work, I 

immediately assumed that it would be a miniature collection of what was left of Gogh’s work in 

England, leaving out all iconic paintings of Gogh. Contrary to the obvious expectation for the 

exhibition of Van Gogh, the exhibition itself contained other artists. The exhibition explores Van 

Gogh’s collection of books and prints and follows him around during his time in London. (see 

fig.16) Tate Britain intertwined the works of other artists as well as Van Gogh’s own, and such a 

juxtaposed display allowed to champion for his art in a unique fashion. 

 “History of Tate Britain”, Tate, accessed September 29, 2019, https://www.tate.org.uk/about-us/history-21

tate/history-tate-britain.

 Penelope Curtis, Preface to Tate Britain Companion : A Guide to British Art (London : Tate Publishing, 22

2013), 8.

 “Our Priorities”, Tate, accessed September 29, 2019, https://www.tate.org.uk/about-us/our-priorities. 23
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 The beginning of The EY Exhibition : Van Gogh and Britain began by exploring the 

culture Gogh immersed himself with when he arrived in London. Navigating Gogh’s inspiration, 

the exhibition revolved around Theo, Vincent’s brother, giving Vincent “this idea [of becoming 

an illustrator], which combined a practical skill with Vincent’s love of art and particularly his 

love of prints…. he collected scenes of social engagement from the lives of ordinary folk.”  The 24

exhibition describes that when he came to London, Gogh “immersed himself  in culture…was 

happy at first, but as he learned more of the world and disappointments of love, his letters home 

referred to feelings of ‘melancholy’…Perhaps because of this, he was drawn to images of figures 

on a road.” (see fig.17 and 18) Regarding Van Gogh’s collections of prints and experimentations 

of focus, the exhibition does a great job intertwining Van Gogh’s headspace as well as detecting 

the original work and what Gogh was able to recreate in response to those previous works. The 

extensive archives of Van Gogh’s books, print collection, as well as letters and his personal notes 

helped give Van Gogh’s spirit weight into the exhibition space. 

 While the exhibition does a successful job in showing Gogh’s work through the lens of 

British inspiration, I couldn’t help but find my way back into Gogh’s more expressive and 

empathetic side. Even portraying the traditional figure drawings inspired by prints, “Van Gogh 

wanted to find ways the artists could contribute to society…He called [The Graphic] ‘the great 

portrayers of the people.’ Their wood engraving of modern urban life assisted Van Gogh’s 

search…”  Among Gogh’s print collections, the British social reforming newspaper The 25

Graphic appears frequently. Through the juxtaposed display of the black and white figure 

 Vincent Van Gogh, The Real Van Gogh : The Artist and His Letters, ed. Ann Dumas, and Leo Jansen, 24

eds., (London : Royal Academy of Arts, 2010), 20.

 Wall text, The EY Exhibition: Van Gogh and Britain, Tate Britain, Westminster, London.25
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drawings from The Graphic and Gogh’s drawings, it is fascinating to see what Gogh could take 

away and learn from The Graphic’s work. He wrote, “I want to make figures from the people for 

the people.” (see fig.19) He paid attention to people who weren’t represented in the traditional 26

art setting. Unlike the traditional tendencies to paint Gogh as a depressed, unfortunate artist, this 

presentation of the exhibition allowed the viewers to understand that he had such a clear vision 

and goal for his art. He found interest in the marginalized and unlit areas of his world and most 

importantly cared for them to portray them in his works. By showing Gogh’s experimentation 

through different mediums and perspectives, The EY Exhibition : Van Gogh and Britain 

successfully highlighted the attentive aspects of Van Gogh without falling into the easy pitfall of 

the “tormented artist” framework that is prevalent for him. 

 The comprehensive collection of paintings that Van Gogh saw, prints he had collected, his 

letters, and his evolution of work allowed this exhibition to feel very complete. Perhaps the 

viewers who are not yet familiar with his works may be confused about going on to see his 

famous work but seeing other artists. However, for someone already familiar with his work, the 

exhibition shined another light on areas of Van Gogh that is not too well-known. Even for people 

who were expecting Gogh’s prominent works, Tate Britain displayed letters as well as 

documentation of approvals of moving the iconic works of Gogh for this exhibition. Through 

this extensive collection, Tate Britain accomplished to champion for the great artist, Van Gogh, 

and tied his work and his inspirations to England successfully. 

Conclusion 

 Museum label for Vincent Van Gogh, Old Man with Umbrella and Watch, London, Tate Britain, 19 26

June 2019.
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 Out of my 14 exhibition visits, these exhibitions were the most successful in executing 

their mission. Even going in with low expectations, or even with a sense of obligation and not 

interest, I found that these exhibitions were beyond successful that even when I did not actively 

prepare for the exhibition, it nonetheless did not fail to educate me. While the exhibitions 

themselves may not be enough to cover the vast fields for fashion, photography, film, and 

architecture, I believe that these are plenty enough to spark interest and motivation when the 

chance rises again to revisit these fields in one way or the other.  
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Figures 

Figure 1. The ceiling 

installation for the Dior 

Ball 

 

Figure 2. J’adore Dresses 
along with other Ballroom 
dresses from the Dior Ball 

 

Figure 3. Dior dresses in detail under dark light 
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Figure 4. Designers for Dior featuring Yves Saint Laurent 

Figure 5. Event de vos Hasards Dress(“Fan of Your Chances”) designed by Maria Chiuri 
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Figure 6. National 
Museum of African 
American History 
and Culture model 
and fragments of the 
structure 

Figure 7. Sclera Pavilion’s fragmented structure 
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Figure 8. Sclera Pavilion’s actual sites photography 
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Figure 9. Cascading entrance showing the iconic scene from the Shining 

Figure 10. Earlier area of the Stanley Kubrick Exhibition displaying Kubrick’s personal items 
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Figure 11. Production images from Eyes Wide Shut 

Figure 12. Different 
versions of the Shining 
poster with notes from 
Stanley Kubrick 
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Figure 13. The overview of the Wildlife Photographer of the Year exhibition 
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Figure 14. Kuhirwa Mourns Her Baby by Ricardo Nunez Montero 

Figure 15. Lounging 
Leopard by Skye Meaker, 
photograph of a well-
known female named 
Mathoja just as she was 
falling asleep 
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Figure 16. Vincent 
Van Gogh’s book 
collection 

Figure 17 and 18.  
At Eternity’s Gate and Sorrowing old man, Lithography on paper and oil paint on canvas 
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Figure 19.  
Old man with umbrella and watch, Gogh wrote “I want to make figures from the people for the 
people” 
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